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1.0 SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION

The property was optioned from Mr. David Saunders in 1995 to cover a section of 

stratigraphy located in the western section of the North Limb area. Battle Mountain Canada Ltd. 

(previously known as Hemlo Gold Mines Inc.) has been conducting extensive exploration programs 

in this particular region of the Hemlo Belt since late 1994 and the acquisition of this property 

enabled the company to complete: 1) a cost effective evaluation of the economic potential of the 

property and 2) continuous coverage over a section potentially productive stratigraphy that existed 

between Battle Mountain's North Limb and Petrant Option properties.

This report describes geological mapping, linecutting and magnetometer surveys that were 

completed on this block of eight claims in late 1995 and the summer of 1996. The property is for 

the most part underlain by metamorphosed mafic volcanic and partially by meta-sedimentary 

rocks. The results of this work have not been encouraging and no further work is recommended for 

the property at this time.

2.0 LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Saunders property is located on map sheet NTS 42C/13, Zone 16. The approximate 

UTM coordinates for the geographic center for the property are N 5409740 and E 583950. Figure 

l gives the location of the property.
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The property can be easily accessed by foot off of Highway 614 or the CP Railway line, 

both of which head northward from Hemlo to the community of Manitouwadge. The Dead Otter 

Lake road and the baseline provide additional access on the south eastern and eastern portions of 

the claim group.

The topography in the general area can be described as hilly, with the majority of these 

hills being located in the western portion of the property. A mixture of spruce, poplar and birch 

are found on the property, cedar is common in areas of low topographic relief where bogs and 

poorly developed swamps occur. Dead falls are common in the eastern section of the property 

making traverses between lines a challenge in certain areas.

3.0 PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

This north eastern section of the Saunders Option property consists of eight unpatented 

mining claims as illustrated in figure 2 and summarized below.

Claim Numbers No Units

1142831 l
1142832 l
1142833 l
1142834 l
1142835 l
1142836 l
1142837 l
1142838 l

8 claims 8



FIGURE 2 CLAIM LOCATION SKETCH
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4.0 PREVIOUS WORK

Exploration in the general area has been conducted since the early 1960's. The following 

is a summary of previous work conducted on or near this claim group.

Mclntyre-Porcupine Mines, Von Klien option, 1962

Numerous copper-nickel and copper-lead-zinc occurrences were discovered. Electromagnetic 

conductors and magnetic anomalies were tested with 28 diamond drill holes, but mineralization was 

weak and discontinuous with depth.

Noranda Exploration Co. Ltd, 1976

Dotted Lake airborne survey completed over the area.

Pryme Energy (North), 1982

Work concentrated on the Mcintyre occurrence. This work did not up-grade the showing.

Qued Resources, 1983

Geological mapping, trenching and drilling was completed on a claim group to the east of the 

Saunders property. Emphasis was placed on evaluating stratabound gold mineralization hosted by 

iron formation. Drilling returned values of up to 0.025 oz/ton over 3 metres.

Noranda Exploration Co. Ltd, Newjay Property, 1987-1989

Humus geochemistry and geology was completed over a portion of the adjacent North Limb claim 

group. No anomalous Au values were found in the 23 rock samples analysed. A weak Au humus 

anomaly is reported to overlie a felsic-mafic contact.



Fowler/Shuman, Armand Lake Property, 1991

A report was competed covering prospecting and stripping on the Fowler property. Some 

anomalous results were reported.

Newmont Exploration of Canada Ltd., 1992

Geological and lithogeochemical reports for a claim group located south-east of the present claims. 

Hemlo Gold Mines Inc., 1994

Trenching and geological mapping was completed on trenches 150E, 153E, and 156E on the 

Fowler #1 property located to the east of the Saunders claim blocks.

Hemlo Gold Mines Inc., 1995

Drilling of three holes on the Fowler #1 and #2 properties. Mapping of cut line and re-mapping of 

old exploration trenches.

5.0 REGIONAL GEOLOGY (Figure 3)

The Saunders property is located within the North Limb region of the Archean Schreiber- 

Hemlo greenstone belt that forms part of the Abitibi-Wawa-Shebandowan Subprovince of the 

Superior Province. Supracrustal rocks of the Hemlo greenstone belt consist principally of basaltic 

flows and subordinate tuffs, with a central core of epiclastic arkosic wacke and siltstone. These 

rocks are bounded to the north by the Black-Pic Batholith and to the south by the Pukaskwa 

Gneissic complex.
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FIGURE 3: Regional geology of the Hemlo greenstone belt.
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Interbeds of felsic volcanic tuffs and/or volcaniclastic sediments occur locally. Numerous 

small elongate quartz-feldspar porphyry (QFP) stocks intrude the sequence. Equigranular to 

porphyritic dikes and sills intrude the volcanics, sediments, and small QFP stocks.

In the Heron Bay area, Muir (1982 a,b) tentatively subdivided the greenstone belt into two 

groups: 1) the southern Playter Harbour Group comprising tholeiitic mafic flows and a northern 

Heron Bay Group comprising mainly dacitic and rhyolitic calc-alkaline rocks. This calc-alkaline 

sequence was interpreted by Muir (1982b, 1983) to represent a volcanic center. Williams et al. 

(1991) have proposed an additional subdivision which would place rocks occurring north of the 

Hemlo Fault in to a new assemblage termed the Hemlo-Black River. More work is required to 

verify whether this subdivision is warranted.

The rocks of the Hemlo- Heron Bay greenstone belt have been interpreted to have been 

deformed into a broad, east trending, doubly - plunging synform (Brown et al., 1985). In the 

vicinity of the Hemlo mine complex, which is located on the southern limb, Muir et al (1988) have 

identified at least four generations of structures that have been produced by at least two periods of 

deformation.

The intensity of deformation within the belt is variable. In general terms, deformation is 

stronger in the southern limb of the synform and in particular, in the vicinity of the lake Superior 

Shear Zone, than in the central core and the northern limb of the synform. This holds true in most 

regions of the Hemlo area with the exception of the pluton and batholith margins. Rocks located in 

close proximity to the margins of these intrusives are generally isoclinally folded and sheared.

Metamorphic grade ranges from greenschist facies in the southwestern portion of the belt 

to amphibolite facies in the eastern section of the belt. Local variations occur near the margins of 

the granitoid batholiths.

Swarms of Proterozoic dykes of varying compositions including diabase, lamprophyre 

intrude the volcano-sedimentary package as well as the intrusive suites (Muir et. Al.,1995). These 

dykes have orientations of either NW-SE or N-S in the Hemlo area.



6.0 FIELD WORK

During the latter half of 1995 and mid 1996, field work comprising linecutting, magnetics 

and geological surveying were completed on the property. This work formed part of a systematic 

program that covered stratigraphy in the North Limb area. Survey coverage was completed over 

95^o of the grid. I.P. surveying along the southern section of the property has been reported 

previously in a report of work on the adjacent Petrant property. Note that all maps are shown in 

reference to true north, magnetic north is located approximately 4 degrees to the west of the north 

arrows on all maps.

During October 1995, approximately 6.8 km of linecutting and magnetic surveying was 

completed Saunders Option grid. The line-cutting and magnetic surveying was carried out by 

Vytyl Exploration of Thunder Bay, Ontario. From the period August 16 to 24,1996 the property 

was mapped by Richard Grant. Subsequent mapping was carried out on the property on Nov 

7,1996 by Colin Mackenzie.

The following describes work that was completed on the property.

6.1 Linecutting (Maps l and 2)

Baseline 8500N was established in the south-eastern section of the property. The baseline 

extends an additional 25 km to the south east of the Saunders property and eastward onto Battle 

Mountain's North Limb property. The baseline has an azimuth of 40 degrees. Winglines were 

established at 200 m intervals along the baseline with stations established at 25 m intervals along 

the winglines.



6.2 Magnetometer survey (Maps l and 2)

The total field magnetic surveying was completed using the Scintrex Omni Plus system 

with readings recorded at 12.5 m intervals on all lines, baselines and tielines. An Omni IV base 

station magnetometer was employed to correct for diurnal variations in the earth's magnetic field. 

The base station was located at Summers Lake, near the grid. A description of the geophysical 

instrumentation is summarized in Appendix A.

Total field magnetic amplitudes in the survey area vary between 55850 and 62398 nT with 

the majority of readings between 56650 and 57390 nT. The isomagnetic contour pattern over the 

Saunders grid indicates that the underlying lithology is striking in an northeast-southwest direction 

between 0500 and 0600 .

Two distinct magnetic domains are evident within the magnetic data. The northwest 

portion of the grid area, north of 9000N, displays high amplitude linear magnetic highs striking in 

a northeast-southwest direction. These magnetic anomalies range up to 4000 nT above 

background. The southeastern portion of the grid area displays a generally quiescent background 

with a few spot magnetic highs ranging up to 500 nT above background. These magnetic highs 

may reflect presence of iron formation.

6.3 Geological Survey (Map 3)

Geological mapping was conducted on all of the grid lines present on the property. The 

outcrop exposure is generally good in the southern and western half of the property where there is 

higher relief. Outcrop exposure is rarer in the north-eastern portion of the property where the 

topographic relief is not as pronounced.

The property is underlain primarily by mafic volcanic rocks and to a lesser extent, 

sediments. All of these rocks have been subjected to greenschist to lower amphibolite 

metamorphism and have been cut by intrusive rocks that include diabase and fine grained felsic 

dykes.
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The mafic volcanic rocks are dark green, fine grained and massive. Pillowed varieties 

occur off to the east of the property. Intermediate rocks were mapped in the south-western corner 

of the property. These rocks are similar in many respects to the mafic volcanics but they are 

lighter green in color and therefore have been broken out as a separate unit.

hi the south central section of the property, greywacke and sediments were mapped. The 

sediments are medium green to greenish grey and medium grained. Conglomerate occurs in several 

outcrops located adjacent to highway 614, west and south west of Summers Lake. The 

conglomerate is heterolithic and contains mafic and felsic clasts. The clasts are generally sub 

angular and flattened with the long axis varying from 2 to 12 cm.. The fragments are set in a fine 

grained, weakly chloritized and hematized matrix.

Intrusive rocks have been noted at several localities and in particular in the southern 

section of the property. The intrusive rocks include diabase and fine grained, pinkish colored, 

apilite. The diabase located immediately south of Summers Lake, has fine grained margins, the 

central section of the dike is coarser grained.

The stratigraphy strikes between 40 and 60 degrees to the north east and dips moderate to 

steeply toward the south-east, however, in one outcrop located immediately north-west of Summers 

Lake and along the highway, bedding oriented at approximately 230 degrees can be seen to be cut 

by the primary foliation. This suggests the presence of a fold axis in the immediate area. 

Stretching lineation indicates a steep (80 degree) plunge to the south-west along the plane of the 

foliation.

No significant zones of mineralization were found on the property.
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7.0 DISCUSSION

The Saunders property is underlain by a sequence of north-east striking and south-east 

dipping mafic volcanic and sedimentary rocks that are sandwiched between the Black-Pic batholith 

to the north-west and the Musher Lake pluton to the south-east. Without further study, it is 

difficult to say what effect these two intrusive bodies have had on the deformation history in the 

immediate area. The presence of bedding oriented at roughly 90 degrees to the primary foliation, 

for example, suggests the presence of a fold axis in the immediate area. Further study is 

warranted, however, it was beyond the scope of this particular mapping exercise.

The ground magnetic survey did not reveal any specific features that could be useful in 

improving the geological picture, this may be due in part to the restricted area of the survey. The 

only trend that can be correlated with the geology is located between line 226E/88N. This trend 

strikes northward from this point and probably reflects the trace of a diabase dike that has been 

mapped south-west of Summers Lake. The regional airborne survey was reviewed in some detail 

to see if it could provide additional information. This exercise did not render any new information 

as the Saunders property lies in an area where there is a convergence of north - south trending 

dikes and iron formation. The survey's resolution was not sufficient enough to resolve the 

interference created by these two magnetic bodies.

The magnetic highs located along the northern portion of the property are unexplained. 

During the course of the interpretation, it was suggested that ultramafic rocks could be a possible 

source for the anomaly. These rocks have been mapped in the North Limb area, however, they

generally have limited strike lengths (^ 500 metres) and widths ^ 50 metres). Conversely, these 

magnetic highs may be related to iron formation. Several beds of iron formation occur in the mafic 

volcanic rocks immediately to the east.

All of the volcanic and sedimentary rocks are weakly to moderately chloritized. Epidote 

increases in the south-western section of the property and this alteration probably reflects the 

presence of the Black-Pic Batholith. A finger of the batholith outcrops ~500m south of the SW 

corner of the property, along the railway track.
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Weak hematite alteration occurs in the sediments located west of Summers Lake. This 

alteration is interpreted to be a local alteration effect related to the diabase dike which intrudes into 

these sediments to the east. No significant zones of mineralization, sericite and or feldspathic 

alteration were observed on the property. The lack of these alteration types suggests that the 

property has low potential.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The property is underlain by mafic volcanic rocks that have not been subjected to any 

significant alteration. In addition, prospecting done in conjunction with the geological mapping did 

not reveal any significant zones of mineralization. An I.P. survey could be considered, however, 

we are recommending that no further work be done on the property at this time.

Respectfully submitted,

ntain Canada Ltd.

A. Colin MacKenzie, P.Geo. 

Senior Geologist 

Northeastern North America
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APPENDIX A

OMNI-IV MAGNETOMETER SYSTEM 
Technical Specifications

(from OMNI-IV MAGNETOMETER Operating Manual)

Physical Dimensions Wtykg): w x h x d(mm)

Instrument console only...........................................3.8: 122 x 246 x 210
Battery belt...........................................................1.8: 540x 100x40
Battery cartridge....................................................1.8: 138x95 x 75

Sensors

Magnetometer remote sensor..................................1.2: 56diax220
Magnetometer gradient sensor................................2.1: 56 dia x 220

Environment

Magnetometer Sensors
Temperature range.................................................-450C to *55 0C
Relative humidity.......................... ........................O to 100 "ft (weather proof)

Standard Memory Capacity

Field untt.................................................................................1300 sets of readings
Tie-line points..........................................................................100 sets of readings
Base station...........................................................................5500 sets of readings

Electronics

RS-232C serial I/O................................................................300 to 9600 baud
(programmable); 8 data bits, 2 stop bits; no parity

Electronics console..............................................................Enclosure contains electronics
and battery pack Of not contained in separate belt). 
Front panel includes liquid crystal display (LCD), and 
keypad.

Power Supply..........................................................................Internal battery pack or external
battery belt; or 12V car battery (base station).
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Demobilization 
Mobilisation et 
demobilisation

Description

fypj
SU~UW\t-*U

Amount 
Montant

Ova

Sub Total of Indirect Costs 
Total partlel des coOts Indlrects

Amount Allowable (not greater than 20H of Direct Costs) 
Montant admissible (n'excidant pas 20 H des coQts directs)
Total Value of Assessment Credit Valeur totale du credit 
[Total of Direct and Allowable devaluation
IrtHlrA^I cAfttal rTatW rf** efiAtc (4lrM4i

Totals 
Total glob:

OSo o

ijvoo

W"

(p5l)
H Indirect* admlMlble*

Note: The recorded holder will be required to verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification. H 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Note : Le titulaire enregistrg sera tenu de verifier les depenses demandees 
le present etat des coOts dans les 30 jours suivant une demande 
effet. Si la verification n'est pas eflectuee, le ministre peut rejete 
ou une partie des travaux devaluation presentes.

Filing Discounts

1 . Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

of

2. Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
SO0/*) of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below.

Total Value of Assessment Credit Total Assessment Claimed

x 0.50 -

Remises pour depot

1. Les travaux deposes dans les deux ans suivant leur achievement 
rembourses b 100 "A de la valeur totale susmentionnee du credit d'evali

2. Les travaux deposes trois, quatre ou cinq ans apres leur achfcvt 
sont rembourses a 50 "to de la valeur totale du credit d'evali 
susmentionne. Voir les calculs ci-dessous.

Valeur totale du credit devaluation

x 0.50

Evaluation totale demai

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs

l hereby certify:
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
on the accompanying Report of Work form.

that as
(Recorded Holder, Agent,"Position irTCbmpany)" lvl i"lng Division

NOV2!to make this certification

Attestation de I'etat des couts

J'atteste par la presente :
que les montants indiques sont le plus exact possible et qi 
depenses ont 6te engagees pour eflectuer les travaux d'eval 
sur les terrains indiques dans la formule de rapport de travail c

Et qu'a litre de je suis a
(lilulai'e enregistre. representant, poste occupe dans la compagnie)

iaire Cene anestation.

Date



Ministry of Ministere du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office
January 30, 1997 933 Ramsey Lake Road

6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario

Michael Weirmeir P3E 6B5
Mining Recorder
435 James Street South Telephone: (705) 670-5853
Suite BOOS Fax: ( 705 ) 670-5863
Thunder Bay, ON
P7E 6E3

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2.16972

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9640.00593 Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). 
The attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the 
notice, and any steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, 
subsection 6(7) of the Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work 
which has received a 45 Day Notice.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by 
the response date on the summary.

NOTE: This correspondence may affect the status of your mining lands. Please contact the Mining 
Recorder to determine the available options and the status of your claims.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Steve Beneteau by e-mail at 
beneteau-s@torv05.ndm.gov.on.ea or by telephone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section
Mines and Minerals Division

Correspondence ID: 10534 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2.16972

Date Correspondence Sent: January 30, 1997 Assessor: Steve Beneteau

Transaction 
Number

First Claim 
Number

W9640.00593 1142831

Section:
12 Geological GEOL 
14 Geophysical MAG

Township(s) l Area(s)

WABIKOBA LAKE

Status

Approval

Approval Date

January 30, 1997

Correspondence to:

Mining Recorder 
Thunder Bay, ON

Resident Geologist 
Thunder Bay, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):

George J. Koleszar
BATTLE MOUNTAIN CANADA LTD.
TIMMINS, ONTARIO

Page: l

Correspondence ID: 10534



M.R.O. - MINING RIGHTS ONLY 

S.fr.O. - SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY 

M.+ S. - MINING AND SURFACE RIGHTS 

Description Order No. Date Disposition File

Rj)Lands subject to easement for tailings disposal
(Bomby twp. landrail) easement 384-10

Surface and mining rights withdrawn 
from staking order W 33/85, 18/12/85.

Surface rights withdrawn from staking 
order W 28/83, 20/10/83.

Surface rights withdrawn from staking 
order W 22/84, 14/09/84.

5) Surface rights withdrawn from staking 
order W 10/85, 02/10/85.

Surface fights withdrawn- from stoking-
order W TB 84/94NWR 94/IG/I4. 
Septic drying bed. SCOTCHED ORDER O-TB I/SB NW*

area subject to flooding and other 
rights under easement #85-14 
see white lake north landrail.

&B) SURFACE S MINING RIGHTS WITHDRAWN FROM STAKING. 
^^ PENDING RELIEF FROM FORFEITURE FROM MINISTER.
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BOMBY TWP. G-3173

46 850 45'

BROTHERS TWP. G-3172

HIGHWAY AND ROUTE No. 
OTHER ROADS 
TRAILS 
SURVEYED LINES:

TOWNSHIPS, BASE LINES, ETC.
LOTS, MINING CLAIMS, PARCELS, ETC. 

UNSURVEYED LINES:
LOT LINES
PARCEL BOUNDARY
MINING CLAIMS ETC. 

RAILWAY AND RIGHT OF WAY -* 
UTILITY LINES 
NON-PERENNIAL STREAM 
FLOODING OR FLOODING RIGHTS 
SUBDIVISION OR COMPOSITE PLAN 
RESERVATIONS 
ORIGINALSHORELINE 
MARSH OR MUSKEG 
MINES 
TRAVERSE MONUMENT

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS

TYPE OF DOCUMENT SYMBOL

e 
o

PATENT, SURFACE 81 MINING RIGHTS———.—.- 
, SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY......——.—......
, MINING RIGHTS ONLY ___—————......

LEASE, SURFACE 81 MINING RIGHTS——————— B
" .SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY._.———..—......—— H
" .MINING RIGHTSONLY..———————.-—— y

LICENCE OF OCCUPATION ............—————— - T
ORDER-IN-COUNCIL —————— ..———.———— OC

RESERVATION ............_.......—..——.....—— ©

CANCELLED ___.................-. ————-..—— ®
SAND 8( GRAVEL ......................———.....——. ©y

.AND USE PERMITS FOR COMMERCIAL TOURISM. OUTPOST CAMPS ^~/
NOTE: MINING RIGHTS IN PARCELS PATENTED PRIOR TO MAY 6,

1913, VESTED IN ORIGINAL PATENTEE BY THE PUBLIC
LANDS ACT. R.S.O 1970. CHAP 3BO, SEC. 63, SUBSEC 1.

SCALE: 1 INCH = 40 CHAINS

FEET
O 1000 2000 4000 6000 8000

O 200
METRES

1000
(1 KM)

20OO
(2 KM)

SOLONG LAKE SUBJECT TO FUOODING TO ELEVATION 
GSC 323.75 METRES

Landi Surrounded by TM* MarKIng vt Subject to

"~~~- S*c. 189 Eo**in*nt IK84-IO. 
S** Bomby Landrail.

* * * * Lqnd* Surrounded by This Marking or* Subject to
Flooding and other right*, as per See. 189 Easement 
4IS5-I4. See White Lake N. Landrail.

NOTE: The above Easements Run With The Land 
And Will Affect Leases And Patents.

The information that appears on this map 
has been compiled from various sources 
and accuracy is not guaranteed. Those 
wishing to stake MINING CLAIMS should consult 
with the MINING RECORDER Ministry of 
Northern Development, and Mines for 
additional information on the status of the 
lands shown herebn.

AREA'

WABIKOBA LAKE
M.N.R. ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT

TERRACE BAY
MINING DIVISION

THUNDER BAY '
LAND TITLES/ REGISTRY DIVISION

THUNDER BAY

Ministryof Land
Natural Management

Resources Branch
Ontario

Datt AUGUST 1984

Ift-service Oct. 28/94.

Numbir

G-620

Oo
CM
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11428361142837 1142833 1142832

M42&34 1Spruce, Poplar,

11428351142838
A fXl2

l— L\ il Spruce, poplar,\Birch

Spriice, Poplap^irch

1996882
ummers

LEGEND

13 Diabase

12 Late Felsic Intrusives (Apili

1 Mafic Volcanics

3 Intermediate Volcanics

e, Pegmatite)

5a Conglomerate, Pebble/Cobble 

Sg Greywacke

SYMBOLS

Foliation

Mineral Lineation 

Swamp, Bog 

Outcrop 

Lithological Boundary

Approximate

Assumed

80

x
A

0.25 0.5

Kilometers

Geology Map Of the Saunders Property
NTS 42 C/13, Scale 1:5000

BATTLE MOUNTAIN GOLD 
Exploration Office - Manitouwadge

ACM, Nov. 7,1996
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Scale 1:5000
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(metres)

l

HEMLO GOLD MINES INC.
TOTAL FIELD MAGNETIC SURVEY - CONTOURED

SAUNDERS OPTION
SAUNDERS GRID

THUNDER BAY MINING DISTRICT
NTS: 42 C/13

INTRUMENT: EDA OMNI IV
REFERENCE EIELD: 56000 nT

CONTOUR INTERVAL: 25, TOO, WOO nT
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HEMLO GOLD MINES INC.
TOTAL FIELD MAGNETIC SURVEY - POSTED

SAUNDERS OPTION
SAUNDERS GRID

THUNDER BAY MINING DISTRICT
NTS; 42 C/13

INTRUMENT: EDA OMNI IV
REFERENCE FIELD: 56000 nT

HEMLO GOLD MINES INC.


